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Abstract—An incremental, bio-inspired control architecture
for robots is proposed. The architecture is composed of two
layers where each layer is intended to react in an analogous
way to how our brain reacts to external and internal stimuli,
using instinctive or deliberative reactions. The first layer,
the Drive/Emotional Controller (DE Controller), uses Action
Programs which are instinctual, low-level responses to a certain
external stimuli. The second layer, the Deliberative/Reflective
Controller (DR Controller), can only react to changes in the
internal state of the DE controller. Memory, self-reflection,
feelings and imagination are some of the concepts that could be
considered by the DR Controller architecture, which is intended
to generate high-level conscious reactions. These controllers
integrate emotions into standard behavior-based architectures.
We tested the proposed architecture in a task of free exploration
using MODI, a two-wheeled mobile robot. Two DR controllers
are tested in three different scenarios validating the proposed
architecture in robotic applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Our Central Nervous System (CNS) operates in a way
that allow us to quickly react to threats and dangerous
situations. These reactions, defined as Action Programs by
Damasio and Carvalho [1], are a set of innate, physio-
logical actions triggered by changes in our environment,
either internal or external. Action programs are pre-set
and represent our instinctive method of avoiding dangers
like when touching a hot surface, for example. There are
two main types of action programs according to Damasio
and Carvalho, drives and emotions. Drives are aimed to
satisfy basic and instinctual physiological needs like hunger,
thirst and libido. Emotions, on the other hand, are actions
programs that are mostly triggered by external stimuli.

When an action program is activated, it produces a
change in our current body state. This change is detected
by our interoceptive system (collection of nerves dedicated
to detect changes in body state), and a feeling is triggered.
Damasio and Carvalho define feelings as the mental experi-
ences that accompanies body states. Using the same example
of the hot surface, when our exteroceptive sense of touch
detects a raise of temperature in a finger, our interoceptive
system will detect the change in the current body state (local
vasodilation, retraction of affected body part, etc.) and will
trigger the feeling of pain. The feeling of pain, helps to
experience consciously the threat of a hot surface.

The concepts of feelings, emotions and action programs
that Damasio and Carvalho define in their work can be

incorporated in the development of an artificial intelligent
system such as an artificial brain. These concepts have been
previously incorporated by Minsky in [4], where he suggests
to divide the construction of an artificial brain into multiple
layers, as is represented in Figure 1(C). The first layer,
the A-brain, has the mission of connecting the artificial
brain to the real world through sensors and actuators. The
following layers (added in the form of B-brain, C-brain,
and so on), have their inputs and outputs only connected
to the previous layers, with the idea that every new layer
in the brain (excepting the A-brain which is connected to
the real world) will use the internal state of the previous
layer as its “real world”, thus the artificial brain can develop
increasingly abstract behaviors with every new layer added
to it.

Interestingly, the model developed by Minsky is highly
compatible with the concepts of Damasio and Carvalho and
they can both be applied to an artificial brain for mobile
robots. Specifically in our case only two cognitive layers are
considered: the A-brain is connected to the external world
and a B-brain is connected to the world represented by the
A-brain. If the A-brain stores the action programs related
with the development of reactions based only on external
stimuli, it can be used to develop drives and emotions. On
the other hand, if the B-brain can read the current internal
state of the A-brain and influence the selection of a certain
action program based on a conscious process of deliberation,
this process can be intended as the generation of feelings in
an artificial intelligent system.

One of the robot controller architectures that best
fits with the schema of organization of Minsky are
behavior-based architectures [2], more specifically reactive-
deliberative architectures [6], [7]. This kind of behavior-
based architecture was created as response to the hierarchical
Sense-Plan-Act model (see Figure 1(A), left) which is highly
sequential (every action done by the robot is processed
sequentially and follows the steps of sensing, planning and
acting). Instead, in a reactive-deliberative architecture, the
behaviors are layered and organized in a such a way that
lower layers are occupied by reactive, higher priority be-
haviors (like an avoid-objects behavior for example), while
the higher levels are incrementally added in order to add
more specific behaviors. A reactive behavior is intended as a
simple but fast behavior, usually developed thanks to a direct
map between a certain input stimulus and the actuators.
On the other hand, a deliberative behavior is intended as a
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Fig. 1. Architectures for robot controllers. (A) Comparison between Sense-Plan-Act model (left) and Brooks’ [2] behavior-based subsumption model, one
example of reactive-deliberative controller (right). (B) Zagal and Lipson [3] architecture for its self-reflective controller . (C) Minsky’s [4] artificial brain
model.

complex behavior which involves stages such as conscious
deliberation, planning or self-reflection. The main advantage
compared with the Sense-Plan-Act type of architectures is
that every layer works in parallel so the robot can react with
different levels of complexity without sacrificing response
time. One example of this kind of architecture is the Sub-
sumption architecture proposed by Brooks ([2], Figure 1(A),
right). In this architecture several layers of processing are
incrementally added in order to add more specific behaviors
to the controller, all of them working in a parallel fashion.
A mediator (i.e., a coordinator) for layered-behavior based
architectures was proposed by Arredondo [8]. According to
Arredondo, the role of this mediator is essential in order
to produce an appropriate overall output for the system
actuators in complex implementations.

Based on this, we propose a bio-inspired, incremental,
behavior-based robot architecture. Our objective is the inte-
gration of the given concepts of feelings and emotions in a
behavior-based robot controller which is also consistent with
Minsky’s brain model [4]. Thus, the bio-inspired controller
architecture can be easily extended in future implementations
to allow for more complex processes like social capabilities
or planning. Particularly, this architecture consists of two
controllers, the Drive/Emotional controller (DE controller)
which is in charge of the instinctive physiological actions,
and the Deliberative/Reflective controller (DR controller)
which is in charge of detecting these actions and modulating
them if it is required to produce higher level responses based
not only in external stimuli but also in the current state of
the robot, represented by concepts such as self-reflection,
memory or imagination.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews
the state-of-the-art of reactive-deliberative architectures in
robotics. Section III details the proposed architecture. Sec-
tion IV explains the test experiment of our architecture, and
finally Section V discusses the results of our experiments
and the next steps of our research.

II. RELATED WORK

Several solutions have been proposed to design delib-
erative controllers modulating the behavior of the reactive
controller. One possible solution is the one proposed by
Zagal and Lipson [3], which developed an architecture based
on an innate controller and a reflective brain controller (see
Figure 1(B)). Their innate controller is the original controller
of the robot, and it is directly connected to inputs and outputs
modifiers. The reflective brain includes a full model of the
innate controller in order to evaluate behaviors and modify
them through its connections to the input/output modifiers.
This could be useful in case of a malfunction of the innate
controller, a change in the reward function or a change in the
test environments [5]. In our case, the deliberative-reflective
controller is directly connected to the interior of the innate
controller, affecting thus the selection of a certain behavior
rather than just modify its execution as the architecture of
Zagal and Lipson does.

From the point of view of the implementation of our
reactive-deliberative architecture as a robot controller, the
DE controller can be associated to a reactive controller
because it must react as fast as possible in order to im-
plement instinctual behaviors. On the other hand, the DR
controller is associated to a deliberative controller, which
working in parallel might modify the reactive behavior of the
robot without decreasing its reaction time. However, unlike
the subsumption architecture proposed by Brooks [2], the
communication between the DR and DE controller is done
through a mediator similar to the one proposed by Arredondo
[8]: the Interoceptive System. The Interoceptive System lies
inside the DR controller and has the mission of interpreting
the current state of the DE controller and serves as a gateway
between the DR and DE controllers.

An example of a similar reactive-deliberative controller
architecture is the proposal of Sahota [9]. The Executor
layer, which is the reactive layer in this proposal, is the only
one connected to sensors and actuators and is composed of
a set of action schemas which defines the capabilities of the
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Fig. 2. Reactive-Reflective architecture diagram.

robot (similarly as the DE controller does). The Deliberator,
which is the deliberative layer, selects which action scheme
should be performed in order to achieve a certain goal.
However, the major difference with our proposal is that the
Executor is unable to perform a certain action by itself, i.e,
it does not have an embedded instinctual behavior and the
robot necessarily requires the Deliberator to perform any
kind of reaction.

Other examples of reactive-deliberative kind of architec-
ture are the architecture developed by Gutiérrez et.al. [10]
which is based on a Subsumption architecture adapted to a
Multi Robot System (MRS), the work developed by Amin
and Adriansyah [11] in which a behavior-based architecture
is combined with fuzzy logic and a Particle Swarm Op-
timizer to perform swarm behavior in a group of robots,
and the work of Bachrach [12] which also develops the
Protoswarm language for the programming of behavior-
based robots. However, none of these architectures fit in the
brain model of Minsky nor consider the concepts of feelings
and emotions as are described by Damasio and Carvalho.
Our goal is the developing of an architecture which can
integrate these biological concepts but also being consistent
with the reactive-deliberative kind of robot architecture.

III. REACTIVE-REFLECTIVE ARCHITECTURE

Our proposed architecture is shown in Figure 2. The
Reactive-Reflective architecture is based on two-layer con-
trollers following Minsky’s artificial brain architecture, one
mounted over the other. The Drive/Emotional Controller (DE
controller) is the first layer of the architecture, and represents
Minsky’s A-brain. The Deliberative/Reflective Controller
(DR controller), on the other hand, is the second layer of
the architecture and represents Minsky’s B-brain.

The DE controller connects the robot to the external
world, where, basic instinctual reactions are programmed.
These reactions are produced by the Action Programs Gen-
erator, which is in charge of mapping the schemas between
the sensors S = (s1, s2, . . . , sn) (inputs) and actuators
A = (a1, a2, . . . , am) (outputs).

The DR controller is designed as a reflective controller
which has no access to the external world. The input
of the DR controller is the DE controller internal state
X = (X1, X2, . . . , Xk), and it can only influence the DE
controller through β = (β1, β2, . . . , βl) which modulates its
Action Programs. As this controller is more complex than
the DE controller in the actions that could be performed,
the associated processing time is bigger and thus, slower
in comparison with the DE controller. The dimensions of
the vectors S, A, X and β (n,m, k and l, respectively)
are arbitrarily chosen for an implementation in particular, as
they basically depend on the amount of sensors and actuators
available as well as on the complexity of the actions to be
performed by the robot.

Details about the design and implementation of both
controllers are described in the following two sections.

A. Drive/Emotional Controller

The fast and instinctive DE controller is the first layer of
the system and is the controller which senses and interacts
with the external world. Once the inputs are sensed, they
could trigger an Action Program, which is a chain of in-
stinctual hard-wired actions used to interact with the external
world. Action programs are generated by the Action Program
Generator depending on the capabilities and objectives of
the robot.

Every time a monitored input event is detected in S, the
current internal state of the robot will change in order to
trigger an adequate set of Action Programs (one or several).
Depending on the implementation, this internal state could
be represented either by a Finite State Machine (FSM), by
the weights of a neural network or by another set of values
or parameters as required. In this work, the set of variables
that define the internal current state of the DE controller is
denoted by the vector X, and is the only input of the next
cognitive layer: the DR controller.

Once an Action Program is triggered, a concrete actua-
tion in the real world is produced. In our case, every Action
Program has associated a set of output signals for the robot’s
actuators. Furthermore, the selection of a certain Action
Program (or a group of them) could be biased/modulated by
the influence vector β originated in the DR controller. If the
DR controller is not present, no β signal will be generated
and no biased/modulation on the Action Programs Generator
is observed. On the other hand, if the DR controller is
present, the β signal allows to the robot to perform more
complex tasks than purely reactive ones, as we will discuss
in III-B.

A key consideration for the implementation of the DE
controller must be kept in mind. In our bodies, not all the
Action Programs have the same priority [1]. Some critical
Action Programs (like keeping the heart beating) have higher
priority than others. In the same way our architecture should
allow some instincts to have a higher priority than the
bias/modulation generated by the DR controller, if a threat
for the robot is detected. This can be done by the inclusion
of weights for both Action Programs and bias/modulation
signals. From the point of view of psychology, Strack and
Deutsch [13] postulate that the interaction between low
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level behaviors (called by them impulsive behaviors) and
deliberation can be biased through the weights that our
motivations and orientations gives to each one of them: if
we see a dessert, we would stop our desire of eat it by the
deliberation that we are on a diet. However, if we did not
eat since yesterday, our impulse to feed our hunger would
make us change of mind. This self protection mechanism
(which affects the strength of a conscious deliberation when
our homoeostasis is threatened) might be reproduced in a
robot by the incorporation of a threat detector in charge of
triggering high priority instinctual reactions, which blocks
or simply nullifies the influence of the DR controller.

B. Deliberative/Reflective Controller

The second layer of the system is the Delibera-
tive/Reflective Controller (DR Controller). Intended as Min-
sky’s B-brain, the DR controller has no access to the real
world (as can be seen in Figure 1.C). Instead of that, the
DR controller’s “real” world is the internal activity of the
DE controller, which is monitored by the X input vector and
influenced as well through the β output vector.

Although the proposed architecture allows a large
amount of flexibility in the implementation of this controller,
four main modules are considered as the basis of this
proposal:

1) Interoceptive System: This module has the responsibility
of monitoring the internal state of the robot as well as driving
the internal stimuli signals generated in the other modules
of the DR controller to the DE Controller. The Interoceptive
System has the mission of reading the current state of the
robot (X vector), propagate this information to the rest
of the modules in the DR controller, and receive all the
generated signals in order to drive them to the DE Controller
through the β influence vector. Acting as an intermediate
layer, the Interoceptive System module can also manage the
threat/emergency information generated in the DE controller,
and blocks the propagation of the β influence vector. Thus,
the robot acts by instinct, in an analogous way as our brains
reacts to higher priority threats with a low-level reactive
processes [14].

2) Controller: This module is responsible to act as the core
of the DR controller. Is the set of algorithms or processes
that directs the rest of the modules in the DR controller with
the ultimate goal of changing the behavior of the robot and
thus, produce higher level reactions to the environment than
the produced by the DE controller working alone.

3) DE Self-Controller: This module is in charge of mod-
eling the current implementation of the DE Controller. It
allows that the robot exploit the knowledge of his own
characteristics in order to modify or improve its own be-
havior. Either exact or approximated, this self-model might
reproduce the resulting output of the DE Controller for a
certain combination of input signals and bias/modulation
by reading the propagated X input vector. Thus, the DR
Controller can evaluate a certain actuation in this self-model
prior to the propagation of the β influence vector to the DE
Controller (and thus avoid a physical actuation) [5], [15],
[16], [17]. As the main goal of this module is the evaluation
of the performance of the DE controller under a certain

condition, it is important to note that a Self-Controller might
be redundant if the task developed by the robot is simple, the
processing resources are limited or the environment is not
dynamic. Thus, the existence of this module is determined
by the complexity of the physical nature of the robot and
the task that develops.

4) Memory, Feelings and Imagination: These three different
characteristics form what we call the MFI module. This
module represents the high-level processes which involves
the generation of Feelings or Imagination, as well as the
maintenance of a memory sections in the controller. Feel-
ings, as we discussed in Section I, are conscious, mental
experiences triggered by a certain body state. They have
the capability of amplifying the urgency of attendance of
some body states, as well as facilitating the learning of
the surrounding conditions previous/next to the current body
state (X vector) to be used as knowledge for future situations
[1]. Regarding Memory, some authors have studied memory
from the point of view of the time scales used to save
data [18], giving to their system different horizons of time
to keep the memories alive. Others, have exploited the
capabilities of the sparse coding in memory to develop
associative memory [19] which use quite less storage than
saving all the data rawly. The selection of a certain memory
type will vary depending on the specific implementation of
our architecture. Finally, Imagination is generated from data
already stored in the memory. A first and basic approach
to the Imagination module is to transform a current set of
memories using heuristics or randomness in order to create
new creative memories partially based on the already stored
memories.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

Our bio-inspired architecture was tested in a real scenario
using the two-wheeled mobile robot MODI (MODular Intel-
ligence)1 (see Figure 3). MODI is in charge of the navigation
in three different scenarios2. Additionally, the robot behavior
in the navigation task was tested in three different conditions:
navigation using only the DE controller (i.e, β vector is
artificially nullified) and navigation using two different DR
controllers, in order to demonstrate the flexibility of our
proposal.

A. Experimental Setup

The mobile two-wheeled robot MODI was evaluated on
a surface where a virtual scenario is projected. As MODI is a
sensorless robot, a visual fiducial (using ARToolKit3 frame-
work) is used to localize the robot inside the scenario. The
position and orientation of MODI are computed from the
fiducial location obtained with a aerial camera. Additionally,
three virtual proximity sensors were added to MODI in order
to computed its relative position to the scenario boundaries.

1MODI is an open-hardware sensorless mobile robot based on Arduino.
One of the main features of MODI is that its chassis, fully made on a 3D
printer, holds all the electronic parts without needing any holding device.
See http://github.com/mjescobar/MODI

2The virtual scenario laboratory was made in C++ and the source
code is available online at https://github.com/mjescobar/MODI/Software/
IJCNN2014/

3http://www.hitl.washington.edu/artoolkit/



(a) (b) 

Fig. 3. Two-wheeled mobile robot MODI (MODular Intelligence) used for the implementation of the architecture here proposed. MODI is an Open-
Hardware development based on Arduino and its chassis and wheels are made on a Makerbot 3D printer. The chassis is designed in order to hold all the
electronic pieces without using any holding device, such as, bolts or screws. (a) MODI. (b) Comparison of MODI with one dollar bill.

The virtual proximity sensors were implemented computing
the distance of MODI with the nearest boundaries for three
different angles separated by 45◦ (see Figure 4). The virtual
sensors have a range of 50 cm, while the entire scenario is
a square of 110 cm per side. MODI has a diameter of 7 cm.

B. Design and Implementation of DE and DR controllers

The implemented controller which is based in our ar-
chitecture is shown in Figure 5. In order to interact with
the environment, the DE controller has as input the signals
from proximity sensors, and as output one of the six action
encoded in the Action Program Generator. The mapping
between inputs and outputs is resolved using a standard
Finite State Machine, which ensures a fast execution of
certain Action Programs. Additionally, the DE controller
generates the X vector which is sent to the DR controller.
As in this case the internal state of the DE controller
is completely described by the activity of the proximity
sensors, the X = (x0, x1, x2, x3) vector is composed of four
parameters: one with the current state (x0) and three with
information about the calculated distance (in millimeters)
between the robot and the obstacles inside its visual field (x1,
x2 y x3). The values of xi, with i = 1, 2, 3 were obtained
by the DE controller from the three simulated proximity
sensors, and then processed to generate the xi values in
millimeters.

Six possible Action Programs were coded in the DE
controller: move forward, turn left (left motor stopped, right
motor rotating clockwise), turn right (right motor stopped,
left motor rotating clockwise), turn left rapidly (left motor
rotating counterclockwise, right motor rotating clockwise),
turn right rapidly (left motor rotating clockwise, right motor
rotating counterclockwise) and stop (both motors stopped).
These actions are triggered based on the input stimuli plus
the β influence vector coming from DR controller. In the
case that the robot is arbitrary close to an obstacle a threat
is detected. When a threat is activated in any of its sensors,
the robot will change its trajectory in the direction with more

available space and any influence coming from β vector is
ignored.

Fig. 4. Sample of the real scenario implemented to test the robot controller
here proposed. MODI moves in a real scenario where its position (x, y) and
orientation θ is obtained from a fiducial and a HD camera. The scenario is
virtually projected, the proximity sensors are generated and virtually placed
in the chassis of MODI and the raw distances are sent to the DE controller
as the S vector.

On the other hand, the DR controller receives as input the
X vector received from the DE controller, and it generates
the β influence vector to the DE controller. β = (β0, β1, β2)
is a three dimension vector containing bias values, where,
β0 is a bias for the state of the FSM in the DE controller,
and, β1 and β2 are the biases -in percentage- for the left and
right motor, respectively. The handling of these input/output
vectors is performed by the Interoceptive System module
which is also in charge of to manage information flow to
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a value β back to the DE controller. In the DE controller β produces a bias
in the action selected thus changing the external actuations a1 and a2[V].

the different modules inside de DR controller: DE Self-
Controller, Memory, Feelings and Imagination and Con-
troller. Specific details about the implementation of each
of these modules are described as follows:

• DE Self-Controller: In order to compute the bias
in the FSM of the DE controller (β0) there must
be implemented a module representing the DE
controller inside the DR controller. The DE Self-
Controller could be either implemented as a FSM
or learned from the DE behavior using, for instance,
an artificial neural network. In our case the DE Self-
Controller receives as input the current state of the
DE controller plus the information coming from the
proximity sensors (X vector), and, emulating the
FSM programmed in the DE controller, generates
the estimated next state. The estimated next state of
the DE controller is then provided to the Controller
module.

• Controller module implements the core of the DR
controller where actions and β vector are computed.
In order to compute the output vector β, the esti-
mated next state of the DE controller is provided by
the DE Self-Controller module. Controller will be
thus in charge of computing the necessary biases
to both the current state in DE, and, the motors
actuators. In the case of β1 and β2 this module
is also responsible to avoid ripples in the robot
behavior. This is attained by applying a PID control
to the error between the expected distance to the
border, and, the real position of the robot.

• Memory, Feelings and Imagination module manages

the storage of corners coordinates already visited by
the robot in order to maximize the explored sur-
face. A valid corner is detected when the "corner"
condition remains in the Controller a time window
inversely proportional to the distance to a border.

In order to show the flexibility of this architecture, two
different Controllers modules were tested given as a result
two different DR controllers (DR1 and DR2). The first
DR controller (DR1) implements a basic behavior based
controller with memory, which has the objective of exploring
the boundaries of the scenario. Once an experiment is
started, the robot will try to find the closest wall to its initial
position, and then it tries to cover all the concave hull of the
current test scenario. The Memory, Feelings and Imagination
module is used to save the position of some feature points
of its path (using a corner detector) in order to detect when
the robot is trying to repeat the same path. Once the robot
detects that the boundaries of the scenario are completely
explored, exploration is stopped and the experiment ends.

The second DR controller (DR2) is a little more complex
than DR1. The goal now is not only to explore the bound-
aries of the test scenario, but also to use it as reference to
explore the entire internal area of it. When the experiment
starts, the behavior of this DR controller is similar to the be-
havior of DR1. However, once the concave hull is completed,
DR2 uses the already detected corners as repulsive points,
as is proposed by Vasile et.al. [20]. In this way, the already
explored areas are no longer interesting for the robot and
they are considered as areas to be avoided. As the robot also
knows the boundaries of the scenario, it tries to explore the
entire scenario using a path with the shape of a convergent
spiral, by changing the angle of its movements in the same
direction than the concave hull was made, as can be seen
in Figure 6(D). In this case, the robot will stop when the
repulsive points do not allow any further movement due to
the proximity of these points.

C. Test Experiments

Once an experiment is started, the current position of
the robot is saved in every time step for a posterior analysis
of the trajectory (each time step has a duration of ∆t = 7
ms). Each condition is tested ten times in each test scenario,
making a total of 90 trials. The following three conditions
were intended to show the capabilities and limitations of
every layer of our architecture:

1) Experiment 1: It only uses a DE controller; i.e.,
the robot will only react by instinct thanks to a β vector
artificially nullified. Figure 6(B) shows a sample of the area
covered by the robot in every scenario after 6000 time
steps. As can be seen, the robot goes randomly through
the scenario, not ensuring the maximum coverage of it. The
worst performance is achieved in the second scenario (Figure
6(B) center) where, in average, the robot is unable to leave
the left half of the scenario.

2) Experiment 2: It uses the same DE controller than
Experiment 1, but accompanied by a DR controller that
modulates its behavior. In this case, the DR controller (DR1)
only tries to explore the boundaries of the scenario (as
is described in section IV-B). Figure 6(C) shows the area
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Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

Fig. 6. Robot behavior for three different scenarios using the architecture shown in Figure 2. The robot task was the free exploration of three different
scenarios (Scenario 1, Scenario 2 and Scenario 3) under three different conditions: only with DE controller, using a basic DR controller (DR1) and a more
complex DR controller (DR2). (A) Schema of the test scenarios used in these tests. The robot motion trajectory is represented by a dotted red line, and
the robot itself as a white square with black borders. (B) The area covered by the robot implementing only the DE controller described in Section IV-B.
The robot only avoids obstacles not remembering the corners already visited. The initial position is marked with a red circle, while the final position is
indicated by a green triangle. (C) Area covered by the robot (in gray) using the same DE controller than (B), plus DR1. This controller only aims to
memorize the places already visited and to move along the borders of the scenario. (D) Area covered drawn by the robot using a different DR controller,
DR2. Its objective is to explore as much as it can in the minimum amount of time steps.

covered by the robot before it finds all the detected corners
(the feature points that the robot saves in its path) for a
certain test scenario. It is important to note that in this
experiment the threat detector plays a fundamental role. The
interoceptive system of DR1 reads the threat signals coming
from the DE controller and if a threat is detected it nullifies
all the modifiers values generated. Thus, DR1 can only act

when there are no threats for the robot.
Additionally, if after the first detection of an obstacle the
robot passes through the same place once again without
detecting more than three corners, is possible that the first
obstacle detected is isolated from the boundaries of the sce-
nario (as happened in Figure 6(C), right). If this happened,
either DR1 and DR2 detects this situation allowing the robot
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TABLE I. PERCENTAGE OF THE EXPLORED AREA IN THE THREE SCENARIOS, WITH THEIR RESPECTIVE STANDARD DEVIATION.

Experiment
% of exploration after 90 trials Mean

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 % explored

Exp 1: DE only 59.75±2.35 49.55±10.66 59.57±1.47 56.29±5.84
Exp 2: DE + basic DR (DR1) 42.65±3.53 42.19±4.63 35.28±1.61 40.04±4.13
Exp 3: DE + complex DR (DR2) 75.76±3.74 72.78±3.83 73.61±2.07 74.05±1.54
Mean % scenario performance: 59.39±16.56 54.84±15.97 56.15±19.39

to perform free exploration (only using DE controller) of the
scenario until a new obstacle is detected.

3) Experiment 3: It uses the same DE controller than
Experiment 1, but this time it is accompanied by a more
complex DR controller than the used in Experiment 2: DR2.
Figure 6(D) shows the behavior of this controller. Similarly
to DR1, this controller detects isolated obstacles and scenario
boundaries as well. However, DR2 not only discover the
boundaries (as DR1 does) but also tries to cover all the area
of the scenario. The quality of the exploration depends of the
amount of obstacles in every scenario, because it has direct
impact on how easy it is for the robot to follow the spiral-
shaped trajectory. Thus, the best results are obtained in the
first and second experiments (Figure 6(D), left and center)
and the worst result is obtained in the third experiment
(Figure 6(D), right).

Table I shows the percentage of the area explored by
the robot in the three set of different experiments for each
test scenario. In every test scenario, the best performance, in
terms of scenario exploration, is obtained in the Experiment
3, i.e using DE + complex DR (DR2), with an average
coverage of 74.05±1.54% of the available scouting area.
Although Experiment 1 has a better overall performance
than Experiment 2 (56.29±5.84% against 40.04±4.13%),
what happened in the second test scenario is the proof of
the weakness produced by using only the DE controller:
The robot is not capable of recognizing the real boundaries
of the scenario and in consequence, it thinks in most of
the trials that the test scenario is only half of the real size.
Perhaps the basic DR controller (DR1) is not good enough
to improve the exploring capabilities of the DE controller,
however its behavior is the key element in the success of
DR2, which effectively improves the exploring capabilities
of the DE controller.

On the other hand, from the point of view of the
test scenarios, the easiest scenario to explore is the one
associated to Scenario 1 (with an average of 59.39±16.56%
of area explored), due principally to its asymmetry and big
obstacles attached to the boundaries of the scenario. Test
scenarios 2 and 3 are more complex to explore (with aver-
ages of explored area of 54.84±15.97% and 56.15±19.39%,
respectively) due to the internal symmetry of the walls
(scenario 2) or the isolated obstacles inside the boundaries
(scenario 3).

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The results given in the previous section show that the
proposed architecture is capable of changing the behavior
of the robot in a flexible and incremental way. The DE
controller could be implemented even in dedicated hardware

(as part of the robot’s firmware for example) to help en-
sure the survival of the robot and then, using an adequate
implementation of X and β vectors, incorporate additional
higher levels behaviors. Stabilization, obstacle detection or
low battery warnings are some of the instincts that could be
added to the hard-coded Action Programs because, evidently,
they are more critical than other more complex processes.
The implementation of the DR controller, on the other hand,
is even more flexible. In order to generate new paths of
movement and thus improve the exploring capabilities of
the robot, the inclusion of concepts such as creativity or
imagination could be added to the DR controller. Further-
more, MODI has been probed as a very flexible testing
platform for the implementation of these controllers. Despite
its simplicity, MODI capabilities can be extended with either
new sensors or with external computing capacity thanks to
the wireless module incorporated.

The design of an incremental architecture has the advan-
tage that in the future more behaviors or layers could be
added. In the case of our architecture, the controller here
proposed was intended as the basis for a more complex
system for swarm and social robotics. It is clear that, in
order to generate this type of interaction between robots, it is
necessary to include a Social Controller into our incremental
architecture. This could be a new module inside the DR
Controller or even a completely new layer. A distributed or
centralized communication protocol and new input output
vectors which connect this new controller with the current
DR controller (to continue according to the Minsky’s brain
chain model) must be designed and added to the new
proposal. Moreover, concepts like curiosity, fellowship, em-
pathy and social judgments could be studied as key factors
for the coexistence in a society of robots. The challenge of
this new research is how to model the individual cognitive
processes with social interaction in such a way that brings
synergy to the group of robots.
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